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0 of 0 review helpful a beautiful overview By Delite Rancher Boulder City Nevada succinctly and graphically tells the 
story of the town that built the Hoover Dam The first twelve pages feature text that describes the origins of the town 
Boulder City as it turns out is unique for quite a few reasons First while most Western towns existed as a rest stop 
mining area or trading center before being developed into their The Boulder Canyon Project Act authorized by 
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Congress in 1928 designated funds for the construction of the Hoover Dam This monumental undertaking affected the 
interests of seven states and is considered by many to be the most significant American public works project of the 
20th century A project of this scope required thousands of workers and to meet their needs the Bureau of Reclamation 
planned the town of Boulder City Nevada Today the planning of Boulder Cit About the Author Mimi Garat Rodden an 
historic preservation consultant and resident of Boulder City has compiled a fascinating collection of photographs that 
trace the history of this extraordinary community Please join us to watch the taming of the mighty Co 
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